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XXII.

—

TJie Emblem of the Crab in Relation to the sign Cancer.

By D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, C.B.

(Read 16th May 1898.)

This paper deals with a leisure-time study of mine, from which I once before

drew the subject of an essay for this Society. The representations of animal form

in Ancient Art interest me chiefly in so far as they present to us a problem in-

volving an unsolved question as to the whole spirit and motive with which such

representations were designed. We may see expressed in them merely a tendency

to portray familiar objects in appropriate associations, to use the fish, or the crab,

or the cuttle-fish as the device of an habitation of fishermen or resort of mariners,

or to employ those creatures and others—the ox, the sheep, and. the goat, the lion,

the wolf, and the eagle—as the more fanciful appanage of divinities whose imaginary

attributes were the attributes of the sea, the plain, the mountain or the sky. But

we err, in my opinion, if we fail to recognise in this antiquated symbolism a deeper

intention, whose spirit is rather Oriental than Western, archaic than modern. 1

believe these representations for the most part to have been associated with specific

notions or beliefs of astronomical or astrological science, of religion or superstition.

And though the origin of such ideas may be hidden from us, and the meaning of

the symbols often obscure, yet I think we may discern that the emblems were

grouped in a very artificial and curious way, that these conventional but much varied

collocations correspond in a singular and precise degree with natural groupings of

constellations that are similarly figured and designated, and that the divinities with

whom the emblems are associated had themselves a corresponding relation to the Signs

of Heaven, where they had their places according to the doctrines of astrology, or which

marked their festivals in the astronomic system of the sacred calendar. I have

chosen the Crab for the subject of this essay ; how are we to decide whether this

Crab was portrayed merely as a familiar object to the fisherman, a valued product

of the settlement, a natural emblem of the ocean, a symbol of the symbolised

god or goddess of the sea, or whether, on the other hand, it recalled and recorded

allusions to the celestial Crab, in whose sign astrology taught that one deity was

exalted and another domiciled, and whose conjunction with the Sun marked a great

epoch in the year ? We may reasonably regard it as proved that the Crab which
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artists fashioned or story-tellers told of was indeed the stellar one, if we can show it

to be, for instance, associated on coins and in story with the Moon that was domiciled,

with Jupiter * that was " exalted," and with Mercury, that in the scheme of dis-

tribution of the twelve greater gods was located, in the same sign ; with the Hydra,

the Crow and the Cup, that lie under or near it in the heavens, the Lion and the

Virgin that stand beside it, and next again, the Dog that rises with it, the Eagle,

the Fish, and the Sea-monster that set as it rises, or the Horse and the Altar that

rise as it sets. I propose, in this paper, to set forth what we know of the Crab

in relation to the sign Cancer, as it is presented to us in classical myth and

emblem, and to deal with the references made by classical authors to the sign, both

such as are descriptive merely, and such as are symbolical or mythological in their

interpretation.

The sign Cancer was in classical times, as it no longer is, though we still speak

of it as if it were, the sign of the summer solstice : aestus erat, mediusque dies :

solisque vapore Concava littorei fervebant brachia Cancri (Ovid, Met. x. 126). It

was the goal of the Sun's yearly journey,— Cancer ad ardentem fulgens in cardine

metam, Quum Phoebus summis revocatus curribus ambit, Articulum mundi retinet,

lucesque reflectit (Manil., iv. 162), and a bye-word for the heats of summer, ausus in

ardentem ripas attollere Cancrum (Lucan, x. 287), nam quis ad exustam Cancro torrente

Syenen, Ibit (Lucan, viii. 851). According to the Calendar of the Fasti, the Sun entered

Cancer on June 17th or 19th (xv.-xiii. Kal. Jul.) and a week later is marked as the

date of the solstitium, Sol abit e geminis et Cancri signa rubescunt (i^.,iii. 727). The

former of the two dates is that used by Pliny, solstitium peragi in octava parte

Cancri, et octavo Kalendas Julii diximus. Magnus hie anni cardo, magna res mundi

(N.H., xviii. 68 f). Avienus tells us that Meton reckoned Cancer the first of months,

Sed primaeva Meton exordia sumsit ab anno Torreret rutilo cum Phoebus sidere

Cancrum (Aratea, v. 46).

The sign Cancer was the " domicile" of the Moon, and though we need not pro-

fess to explain thereby this location of her domicile, yet we may remember that

the full Moon stood in Cancer, opposite to the Sun, at the time of the winter

solstice, of the longest nights. I think that she stood here, at the northern boundary

of her course, and overpowering the winter darkness and the lesser lights of the

brightest stars (all of them stars surrounding her in her position there) in the opening

passage of Claudian's Ode to the new Consuls of the year :

—

* I am favoured by Dr Borgess with the following note :—Pushya, the Hindu Asterism corresponding to a large

portion of Cancer (or long. 93° 20' to 106° 40' in a.d. 500), from the root push, "nourish, thrive," is also called Tishya

"auspicious" and sidhya "prosperous." Its divinity is Bfihaspati (Jupiter), the priest and teacher of the gods. Its

three principal stars are S Cancri (108
c
42') and 7, 5, Cancri, with the nebulous cluster Praesepe between. It is represented

as an arrow and also as a crescent.

t In the Calendar of Constantine (Uranol. Petav., p. 112) the Sun enters Cancer on June 15 (xvii. Kal. Jul.),

and the solstice is placed on the 25th. Ptolemy fixes the Sun's entry into the sign on June 18th, and the solstice on

the 26th.
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Haud secus ac tacitani Luna regnante per Arcton

Sidereae cedunt acies, cum fratre retuso

Aemulus adversis flagraverit ignibus orbis.

Tunc jubar Arcturi languet, tunc fulva Leonis

Ira perit. Plaustro jam raro intermicat Arctos

Indignata tegi, jam caligantibus armis

Debilis Orion dexfcram miratur inermem.

The Crab is associated with the Lunar crescent on various coins, e.g., of Consentia

and Terina, both towns of the Bruttii, and with the head of Selene in the zodiacal

series of Antoninus Pius. It figures more conspicuously in the symbolism of the

Ephesian Diana, on whose images it is frequently seen as the pendant or centre-

piece of a necklace, lying on the bosom of the goddess (cf Cl. Menetreius, Symb.

Dian. Ephes., Roma3, 1657), where it not only figures (with its horns curved crescent-

wise) as a lunar emblem of a lunar goddess and in suggestion of the goddess's

astrological house, but may perhaps remind us also that Cancer, in the astrological

distribution of the body, was guardian of the breast, pectusque locatum Sub Cancro

est (Manil., ii. 459). According to Menetreius (p. 26), apud Bruttios peculiari et in-

signi coronamento Dianas caput Cancri testa ornatum, ut in eorum minimis palam

est ; and precisely such a headdress is figured on a Bruttian coin by Imhoof-Blumer

and Keller (pi. viii. 5), though the goddess is there wrongly identified with Amphi-

trite ;—a similar headdress occurs on a female figure (identified as Thalassa) on coins

of Corycus, etc. (ibid. p. 51, Head, Hist. Numm., p. 602). The crab also occurs to-

gether with the head of Artemis on coins of Massilia (Saussaye, p], i. 6-10
;
Head,

p. 7
; cf also Macrob., S. Sc., i. 17, 21). Menetreius suggests also, I think with reason,

that it was not without allusion to lunar influences over generation and birth that

Plato, and those whom he followed or who followed him, made Cancer the celestial

gateway by which the souls of men enter the world (cf. Macrob., S. Sc., i. 12
;
Porph.,

de Antro N., vi. ; Clem. Alex., Strom., v. p. 675).

It was at Ephesus that the marvellous cavern of serpents was that the crabs slew, >/

7ravTW$ av aTroXwkaaiv ol irepi tov ^wpov eic woXXov, et jmi] (pvcrei tiv\ airoppi'iTw 7repiet\r]<poTes ol

irpoeipt]iJ.evoi KapKivoi rr/s Xl/uvtis t« X6'^' Kal uvelpyovres, eiru eiprjvaia u.7re(patvov ru ev tm

toVw iravTa (Ael., N.H., xvi. 38). We find similar myths alluded to in Pliny (N.H.,

xxxii. 19), Thrasyllus auctor est, nihil aeque adversari serpentibus quam cancros, suesque

percussas hoc pabulo sibi mederi. Quum sol sit in cancro, torqueri serpentes. It is an

old and common legend that crabs are in better condition or worse as the Moon waxes

and wanes.

It is not as a zodiacal sign, but simply as a constellation that the Crab figures in the

second labour of Hercules. In the more ancient period to which the legend appertains,

Leo was (or was still thought of as) the sign of the summer solstice, and it was with the

slaying of the Nemasan Lion that the hero's task began. It was while Hercules fought

the Hydra, in the second of his labours, that the Crab, coming to the aid of the monster,

bit the hero in the foot (Panyasis of Halicarnassus, ap. Apollodor. iv. 2) :—hie dicitur
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Junoriis beneficio inter astra collocatus, quod cum Herculem contra Hydram lernaeam con-

stitisset, ex palucle pedem ejus mordicus arripuisset
;
qua de re Herculem permotum,

eum interfecisse (Hygin., P.A., ii. 23; cf. Schol., in C. German. Aratea, Cataster.,

p. 245 ;
Manil., ii. 33). This was while the Sun was in his second zodiacal sign, the sign

Virgo, which is placed in part over the long body of the constellation Hydra, and the

latter, indeed, rises together with the sign, as far as that portion of its body on which

is placed the Cup, avreXXet S' "YSp>] fiev em TrXeov ayjpi -Trap avrov Kptjrtjpa (ARAT. , 602, cf.

Hygin., iii. 24). The sign Virgo was identified by some with Ceres (Hygin., ii. 25, cf.

C.I.G., vii. 759, etc., etc.*), and was represented as the seat of Ceres in the Roman par-

tition of the signs among the twelve greater gods t ; and we find another indication of

the link between Virgo and Demeter on the one hand, and the fabled Hydra on the

other, in the celebration of the mysteries of Demeter at Lerna, /ecu rekerhv Aepvula

uyov<Tiv evravOa A^fitjrpi (PaUS., ii. 36, 7).

We can trace an association with the Crab in the case, also, of the Babylonian

Hercules, Gilgames, the rVA-ya/xo? of Aelian. (xii. 21) ; on a certain cylinder (Layard,

Culte de Mithra, pi. xxxiv. 7), he "appears triumphantly bearing a crab (Cancer) at

the end of a stick over his left shoulder, whilst his right hand holds two fishes " (R.

Brown, jun., "The Celest. Eq. of Aratos," Tr. ix. Brit. Or. Congr., 1892, p. 461). Mi-

Robert Brown has told us also how, in the Euphratean epic, Gilgames slays, under the

sign of the Crab, the tyrant Khumbaba, the Kv/mfiufios of Lucian (de Syr. D., xix., R.

Brown, jun., Semitic Influences, p. 178).

In the classical sequence of the story, which begins with Leo, the sign Cancer

corresponds to the last of the Hero's labours, though in the legend the Crab itself does

not figure in the twelfth scene ; but the great epic had many variants, and we need not

assume that the Crab on the cylinder of Gilgames refers to the same episode as that of

the second labour, in which Cancer appears as a paranatellon and not as the dominant

sign. On coins of Croton, of Cos, and in the later coinage of Agrigentum, Hercules and

the Crab figure on opposite sides of coins that depict for us no details of a story : the

allusion may possibly be simply to the circumstance that as Cancer rises, Engonasis, the

kneeling Hercules, sets, " Cancer exoriens obscurat . . . caput cum reliquo corpore ad

umbilicum ejus qui Engonasis vocatur" (Hygin., Poet. Astr., iv. 12).

For the understanding of most of the other representations of the Crab on coins, and

of the emblems that are shown in conjunction with it, it is necessary to know the rela-

tive positions, not only of the constellations adjacent to Cancer, but also of those that

rise or set in conjunction with or in opposition to it.

According to Martianus Capella (viii. 283 G), Oriente cancro, occidunt Corona

Ariadnes et austrini Piscis pars dimidia : Ophiuchus a pedibus ad usque humeros,

Serpensque quern detinet, praeter fauces caputque totum : Bootis etiam medietas.

* See also Berard, Cultes Arcadiens, p. 180.

t Of. Manil., ii. 442
;

also, int. al, Petersen, Das Zwolfyottersystem der Gr. und R., Hamburg, 1853; Berlin,

1870.
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Oriuntur vero Orion totus, Eridanique principium, et in lingua Caniculse lucida Stella.

The table given by Hyginus is nearly identical, save that he speaks of Orionis corpus ad

zonam, et Eridanus totus [Poet. Astr., iv. 12).

In such tables there is often a certain measure of discrepancy, which may be in

many cases explained by the different domiciles of the writers, or the different dates at

which they, or those from whom they took their statement, made their observations.

There is, for example, much conflict of statement over the relation of the Dog-star to the

Crab : in this case the difficulty arises partly from the uncertain meaning of the word

Canicula, which some would interpret as meaning Sirius itself, and some as Procyon,

the lesser Dog
;

and, secondly, from confusion between the so-called cosmical and

heliacal risings of the star, in other words, between the point of the ecliptic together

with which it actually rises, and the point at which the sun rises when the star is

first seen on the eastern horizon in the morning twilight. Servius (ad G-. i. 218) is

right when he says : Canis paranatellon est Cancri, id est cum eo oritur ; but the

"heliacal" rising of Sirius was not with Cancer but with Leo: and in the table of

Manilius (v. 206), it is with the Lion and not with the Crab that the Dog-star is said to

rise. The matter is elaborately discussed by Petavius
(
Uranol. , var. diss., vii., capp. i.-iii.).

Of all the combinations of coin-emblems in which the Crab takes part, the most

striking is that afforded by the coinage of Agrigentum, where it is in the main asso-

ciated with, or rather opposed to, the Eagle (for it is very seldom, indeed, that both

appear on the same side of the coin), each with various other configurated emblems.

As the Crab rises, the Eagle is visible on the extreme verge of the western sky. I have

elsewhere argued (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., xxxviii. p. 187, 1895 ; Gloss, of Gh. Birds, p. 8)

that it is this fact, or the solstitial date coincident with it, that is symbolised or depicted

by the association of the Crab and the Eagle on the Agrigentine coins. But there is

another circumstance that must also be borne in mind, namely, that Cancer was the

" house" of the " exaltation" of Jupiter (cf. Salmas., Ann. Clim,, p. 620, and Manetho,

ii. 370, ed. Didot, yrjOoi S' av QalOwv ev Kapa'ww, ovveicev avTov vy^rovTai^, and that probably

the two facts were together present to the mind, and together depicted in allegory by

the skill, of the designer of the coins. On certain coins of the same city, of somewhat

later date, the Crab is absent, and the Eagle is opposed to the head of Zeus. The Eagle

and Crab are opposed in the same fashion on coins of Motya, a hint, if further hint be

needed, that there was more than a local allusion in the symbolism of the Agrigentine

coins.

The imagery of the Agrigentine coins deserves to be dealt with more fully under the

head of the constellation Aquila, but we may note that on these coins we also find the

Crab associated with a Horse, a sea-monster or " Pistrix," with Scylla and her Dogs, and

with a Fish. If the horse be Pegasus, that constellation is in truth setting with the Eagle

as Cancer rises : if the Pistrix be the great constellation of the sea-monster or Cetus, for

which, indeed, Pistrix was but another name (Hygin., iii. 30), that constellation also is

setting or beginning to set as Cancer rises, haec cadit ex orto cancro et leone (Hygin.,
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I.e.) : Scylla is but a variant phase of the Moon, as the watery goddess, and the two

Dogs, Procyon and Sirius, are rising as Cancer rises. The Fish is not rare in association

on coins with Cancer. Sometimes, but rarely, there are two fishes, usually there is but

one ; and that one is, as a rule, large and depicted as a Tunny : we have it on coins of

Agrigentum, but most typically on those of Cyzicus. The Tunny is in all probability

the Piscis Australis, the "great fish" of Eratosthenes (xxxviii.) and of Germanicus

(xxxviii.), which contains the brilliant star Fomalhaut, " the mouth of the fish," and

which, as we have already seen, sets at the rising of Cancer,—hie occidit oriente cancro,

exoritur autcm cum piscibus (Hygin,, iii. 40). On the coins of Cyzicus, the Tunny is

associated with many other emblems, all or nearly all of them being, as I believe,

capable of interpretation as constellations obviously related to that of the Southern Fish :

we may merely note here that one of these associated emblems is the Ram, together

with which sign Theon expressly states that the latter part of the constellation rises.

We have now discussed, very briefly and imperfectly, the Crab in connection with its re-

lated constellations, and, also, as a zodiacal sign, in connection with Luna, of which it is the

domicile, and of Jupiter, of whom it is the exaltation. It comes also into relation with

Mercury, of whom it is the seat in the order of distribution among the signs of the

twelve gods : and we have the Crab as a symbol associated with the head of Hermes on

a coin of iEnus (Head, op. cit., p. 213). I am more than tempted to see in this colloca-

tion, a connection with that coincident rising of Sirius, the Star of Thoth or Hermes,

with which we have already dealt : and Mercury is also the patron of the middle Decan

of the sign, as Sirius was the middle Decan * or Dynast t in the corresponding table

of Eratosthenes (cf Marsh, Can. Chron., p. 18
;
Dupuis, op. cit, x. p. 136), who

calls it flius germ, a paraphrase, plainly oriental, of the simpler description, splen-

dida Stella, quse in maxilld Canis cernitur. It was in relation to the same god, the

patron of traffic and gain, that Cancer was said by the astrologers to confer an aptitude

for commerce, merce peregrina fortunam ferre per urbes (Manil., iv. 167, cf. ib., 381, etc.).

The dog-headed Mercury or Thoth or Anubis is familiar to us, but we may pause to note

that the Lunar Hecate was sometimes also Dog-headed (cf. Hesych. in voc. 'E/car/;?

liyaX/xu). The sun's entry into Cancer was the signal for a festival of Pallas, sol abit e

Geminis et Cancri signa rubescunt : Ccepit Aventina Pallas in arce coli (Ovid, F., vi.

727) ; and on coins of Cumae, Pallas is again associated with the Crab.

The sign Cancer is a dark and inconspicuous sign, with no brilliant stars, " lumina

desunt Cancro" (Manil., ii. 259); the horoscope of Cancer was gloomy or i/e0eAoe/A\; S:

and those born under it were prone to blindness, " lumina deficient partus, geminamque

creatis mortem fata dabunt" (Manil., iv. 534).

Of particular stars in the constellation Cancer, the most important are those known

as the ovoi or aselli (y. 3), of which the southern one stands on the ecliptic, and the

star -cluster known as Qdrvri or Praesepe. They are first mentioned by Aratds (v. 892)

.

* Firmiciia Maternus Math., ii. 4 ; Salmasii Plin. Ex., p. 460 f.

t Cf. Aesch., Ag.,
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2/ce7TTC) Kac ^aTvrjv. rj uev t' oXlyij eiKvia

«xAw' fioppalt) V7TO "K.apKtvw qyt]Xd£ei-

apcpt 8e piv Svo \e7TTa (paeivopevoi (j)opeovrai

aaTepes, ovt€ ti 7roXX6v airi]opoi ovre pdX' eyyus,

aXX' ocrcrov re pdXicrTa irvyovmov oh']ua<jdai,

ely pev Trap fiopeao- votui 8' eiriKeKkiTai aXXo?.

Kai TOi pev tcaXeovTai "Ovoi, pe<T<rr) Se Te <f?aTvr],

rjTe Kai e^airlvri^ itavrn Aio? euSiowvTog

ylveT a<j>avTO$ o\v)- toi 8' ap<j)OTepo)6ev toVre?

a<TTepe<5 aXX//Xa>i/ avTOtrxeSov IvSdWovrai-

ovk oXiyw \eipwvL Tore kXv^optui apovpat

cf. Plin., xviii. 55, " Sunt in signo Cancri duse stellse parvse, Aselli appellatse, exiguum

inter illas spatium obtinente nubecula, quam Prsesepia appellant." As Aratus speaks of

Prsesepe as d-)(Xv$, so Eratosthenes calls it ve<peXiov, and Ptolemy vecpeXoeiSrjs a-va-rpo^t)

(cf. Ideler, Sternnamen, p. 161). There is a difficult passage in Manilius (v. 174), "Nunc

Cancro vicina canam, cui parte sinistra Consurgunt Iugulae," where, according to

Scaliger and others, Iugulse stand for Aselli. But, according to Ideler, there is no

basis for this assumption, and we must interpret Iugulae or Iugula, here as elsewhere, to

mean Orion, which constellation, as we have already seen, rises with Cancer : cf. Varro

(L. L., vii. 3), "Iugula signum est quod Accius appellat Oriona." The same name

occurs in Plautus (Amphit., 1. i. 119), " nec Iugulae, neque Vesperugo,* neque Vergilise

occidunt."

Hyginus (II. 23), Theon, Lactantius (I. 21), and others, relate various fables in

connection with these Aselli. They were set in the Heavens by Bacchus, whom they

had transported to the temple of Zeus at Dodona, across the Thesprotian marsh, t when,

rendered mad by Juno, he was fleeing for sanctuary and cure ;
while, according to

Eratosthenes (ap. Hygin., I.e.), these were two of the asses that carried Bacchus,

Vulcan, Silenus (cf. Ovid, F., iii. 748, etc.) and the Satyrs, and that by their braying

put to flight the giants with whom Jupiter was at war. We observe that Jupiter,

whom we have seen to be intimately associated with the sign Cancer, figures in both

versions of the legend, and that the defeat of the giants and the triumph of Bacchus

alike correspond to the midsummer turning-point of the Sun : the Aselli marked the

precise point of the tropic about the time of the Building of the City. Priapus (cf.

Ovid, F., vi. 320, etc.) figures in another version of the story (Hygin., l.c.).\

The Ass is represented on coins sometimes in association with emblems that we

have seen depicted with the Crab, and sometimes with others that we have not hitherto

met with, but that stand, like the rest, in close relation to the sign Cancer.

* Vesperugo is the planet Venus, Hesperus, or Vespertinus : cf. Vitrdv., ix. 4, "Veneris stella, post occasuni

solis apparens in Caelo, Vesperugo vocitatur, aliis autem temporibus euni antecurrens, et oriens ante lucem, Lucifer

appellator.

+ Of. Avien., Arat., 383, " qua duro concava dorso Tegmina curvantur, geminos micat ardor in aures ; Hos dixere

asinos ortos Thesprotide terra, Et sidus, Lenwee, tuum."

J For other references to the mythology of the Ass in relation to the sign Cancer, see Dupuis, Orig, de tous les cultcx,

i. p. 377, v. p. 104, ed. 1835, and other authorities there quoted.
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It is opposed to the Tunny on certain coins of Cyzicus, as is the Crab on others : on

certain coins of Mende it comes in relation with the lunar Crescent and with the Dog.

It is also figured with an Altar and Cup on coins of Timsea, and with the Crow on those

of Mende. The Crow and Cup lie near by, on the folds of Hydra,

/ueaafj Se aTrelprj Kprjrr/p, irvnaTrj S' eTr'iKeiTai

etScoXov Ko/iaKO? cnrelpriv kotttovti eoixos

(Arat., 448); and the Altar, which rises with Capricorn (Hyg., iii. 38), is therefore

rising as Cancer sets. On the coins of Mende the Ass is often in relation to the Vine,

recalling the legends of Bacchus that have been related above. It is important to note

that the coinage of Mende, in which the Ass is especially conspicuous, was very ancient,

circa B.C. 500, and that at this early period the Aselli were very important stars, being

still very near indeed, and much nearer than any other conspicuous stars, to the precise

point of the tropic.

In the Calendar of the Fasti, the 8th June (vi Id. Jun.) is marked " Asinus coron-

atur, Ara Priapi" (cf. Ovid, F., vi. 345). This was, as near as may be, in the time of

Ovid, the precise date of the cosmical rising of the Aselli, the date, that is to say, when

the Sun crossed them on the ecliptic.

Prsesepe is mentioned by Cicero (Prognost. ap. Priscian.), " Ast autem tenui quae

candent lumina Phatnse." It tells us for the present no mythological story, but the

identification of it with the Indian ' Pushya,' i.e., 'foam,' and with the Pcrs. ' Avra-k

'

(? acppog), by Mr R. Brown (Euphrat. Stellar Researches, v. p. 22) may open a new

field of conjecture. The same writer quotes from the Bundahis (vii. 1), "The star

Tistar [Sinus] was in Cancer in the subdivision they call Avrak "
; that is to

say, we have here in the Persian a relation noted between the Dog-star and the Crab,

as paranatellons of one another, just as we have found it already in the verses of

Manilius.

We may abbreviate and summarise, as follows, the chief coincidences that have been

related above :

—

1. Cancer was domus Lunce, and the Crab is associated with the Moon on coins of

Consentia, Terina, etc., with the lunar Diana of the Ephesians, and with

various other images of the lunar goddess.

2. Cancer was exaltatio Jovis, and the Crab is peculiarly associated with the Bird

of Jove in the coinage of Agrigentum, while the Aselli, individual stars of the

same constellation, are mythologically associated with the same god.

3. Cancer was sedes Mercurii, and the Crab is figured with the head of Hermes on

coins of Aenus.

I
.
Cancer rose with Sirius, and there are dog-headed representations of both Mercury-

Anubis and Luna-Hecate.
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5. Cancer marked the date of a festival of Pallas, and the Crab is figured with Pallas

on coins of Cumse.

6. Cancer is constellated with Hydra, simultaneously with part of which Virgo rose,

and the Crab is associated with Hydra in the legend of Hercules, and hence

with Lerna when the rites of the Virgo ccelestis were performed.

7. Cancer is in the neighbourhood of Corvus and Crater, and on coins of Mende the

Ass is figured with the Raven and Cup.

8. Cancer rose opposite to Aquila and Delphinus which set soon afterwards, and

moreover set precisely as the Dolphin rose ; the Crab or the Ass is associated

with the Eagle on coins of Agrigentum and Motya, and with the Dolphin on

coins of Motya and Argolis.

9. Cancer rose as Pegasus set, and the Crab is figured with the Horse on coins of

Agrigentum.

10. Cancer rose as Cetus or Pistrix set, and the Crab is figured with the Sea-monster

on coins of Agrigentum.

11. Cancer rose as the Southern Fish set, and the Crab and Ass are figured with the

Fish on coins of Agrigentum and Cyzicus.

Very few indeed of the numismatic emblems and symbols that are found associated

with the Crab have been omitted from the foregoing discussion. Of the few others that

occur the most remarkable is the Toad, on coins of Venusia. It would be a very

beautiful coincidence of emblem and appellation if we could show this Toad to be the

symbol of that lunar Hecate that in an ancient invocation or incantation is addressed as

(ppowt), the ' she-toad,' * and that some would identify with the Egyptian Hek-t, the

frog-headed Heka, the frog-goddess Hiquit or Hequit, the goddess of maternity and the

divine watcher over the birth of the Sun.f

* Vide F. Legge, " A Coptic Spell of the Second Century," Proc. Soc. Bibl. Archceol., May 1897.

t Gf. R. Brown, jun., Semitic Influence in Hellenic Mythology, 1898, p. 158.
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